The structurally well-defined intermetallic compound PdGa -a highly selective catalyst for the semi-hydrogenation of acetylene -was characterized by Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), in situ X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and in situ Prompt Gamma Activation Analysis (PGAA). A strong modification of the electronic states in PdGa compared to elemental Pd was revealed as well as the complete isolation of the Pd atoms on the surface of PdGa. In situ investigations proved the high stability of the surface, thus excluding segregation phenomena (common for alloys) or sub-surface chemistry involving C and/or H atoms (known for elemental Pd). By suppressing the sub-surface chemistry, the electronic modification as well as the site isolation lead to the high selectivity and long-term stability of PdGa in the semi-hydrogenation of acetylene.
Introduction
Selective hydrogenation of alkynes is an industrially relevant and scientifically interesting reaction. For example, the semi-hydrogenation of acetylene (C 2 H 2 + H 2  C 2 H 4 , ΔH = -172 kJ/mol) is used to remove traces of acetylene from the ethylene feed to produce polyethylene (annually > 5*10 7 t) [1] . Typical hydrogenation catalysts consist of palladium dispersed on metal oxides. Palladium metal exhibits high activity but limited selectivity. Moreover, Pd catalysts deactivate [2] under hydrogenation conditions by the formation of carbonaceous deposits resulting from polycondensation of unsaturated compounds. According to numerous surface studies [3] , the presence of extended Pd sites on the catalyst surface is one of the main reasons for unselective operation. Indeed, hydrogenation of acetylene to ethylene and, consequently, to ethane requires a minimum of Pd atoms for its active site. In turn, deactivation pathways to carbon deposits via oligomerisation and formation of ethylidine require spacious active sites. The high hydrogenation activity of Pd towards ethane is attributed to the formation of -palladium hydride and consequently, active sub-surface hydrogen [4] . The suppression of subsurface hydrogen formation is crucial for the selective hydrogenation of acetylene.
The successful catalyst requires a modification of its structure preventing the sub-surface chemistry without elimination of the atomic hydrogen surface species. Alloying Pd with Ag is the current practical solution for acetylene hydrogenation [5] . However, random distribution of different atoms on the crystallographic sites, little electron localization between Pd and the other metal and segregation phenomena present in alloys [5] leave room for further improvement.
Recently we introduced a novel concept for the rational development of the alkynes hydrogenation catalysts [6] . Exploring of the Pd-Ga intermetallic compounds allows to overcome main drawbacks of conventional catalysts. In utilized intermetallic compounds, Pd atoms separated from each other and their atomic environment is fixed by the realized crystal structure which should result in single Pd sites on the surface in high abundance. In turn, covalent (directed) interaction between Pd and Ga provides in-situ stability of the crystal structure as well as polarization of the Pd atoms to maximize the activation barrier for hydrogen atoms to enter into the bulk, thus preventing subsurface hydrogen formation and enhancing the selectivity. The concept of using intermetallic compounds with covalent bonding rather than alloys is a suitable way to arrive at long-term stable catalyst with pre-selected electronic and local structural properties. Detailed in situ investigations of bulk structure of PdGa and Pd 3 Ga 7 by DSC/TG, XRD and EXAFS during thermal treatment under various inert or reactive gas atmospheres showed that the long-and shortrange ordered crystal structures of the materials are intact up to 600 K. Both intermetallic compounds exhibit a higher selectivity and enhanced long-term stability in acetylene hydrogenation than commercial supported Pd/Al 2 O 3 and an unsupported Pd-Ag alloy [6] [7] [8] . While the former studies explored the catalytic properties and the bulk stability of the compounds, we present here a careful characterization (including in situ) of the surface of PdGa and compare it with the bulk structure. The correlations between the surface structure and the catalytic properties are also discussed.
Experimental

Preparation
Details of the preparation can be found elsewhere [6] [7] [8] . Briefly, PdGa was prepared by melting the appropriate amounts of Pd (ChemPur 99.95 %) and Ga (ChemPur 99.99 %) under protective Ar atmosphere in a high frequency furnace and subsequent annealing of the obtained ingot in an evacuated quartz glass ampoule at 1073 K for 170 h. The phase purity was controlled by X-ray powder diffraction (Guinier camera, Huber G670, image plate, CuK 1 with  = 1.540562 Å). For further investigations the material was powdered inside a glove box (Ar atmosphere, O 2 and H 2 O below 1 ppm) to avoid significant contamination of the surface.
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
High-pressure X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy experiments were performed at beamline U49/2-PGM1 at BESSY (Berlin, Germany). Details of the setup have been published earlier [9] . The photoelectron spectrometer system uses a differentially pumped lens system between the sample cell and the electron analyzer, allowing XPS investigations during catalytic conditions in the mbar pressure range. Dense pills of PdGa (8 mm in diameter, 0.7 mm thick) were either produced by pressing PdGa powder at room temperature in a stainless steel pressing tool (as-cast sample) or by spark plasma sintering (SPS) [10] at 873 K and 400 MPa in a tungsten carbide pressing tool. Samples were prepared in argon atmosphere inside a glove box. The as-cast PdGa pill and one of SPS-pressed pills (SPS-air sample) were exposed to air prior to the measurements, whereas a second SPS-pressed pill (SPS sample) was introduced to the XPS setup avoiding air contact by using a transfer chamber. Both SPS-pressed pills were Ar + sputtered prior to the measurements. XPS investigations were performed in UHV (10 -8 mbar) and under reaction conditions (1.0 mbar of H 2 (Westfalen Gas, 99.999%) and 0.1 mbar of C 2 H 2 (solvent free, Linde, 99.6%) at 400 K). An in situ experiment included introduction of the gases at room temperature, equilibration for 15 minutes, heating the sample to the corresponding temperature with a rate of 10 K/min and equilibration for another 15 minutes after which the XP spectra were recorded. Gas-phase analysis was carried out using a quadrupole Balzers mass spectrometer connected by a leak valve to the experimental cell. Ion currents corresponding to acetylene (m/e = 26), ethylene (m/e = 27) and ethane (m/e = 30) were monitored. To keep the information depth of the XP spectra alike, Pd3d, Ga3p, Ga3d and C1s spectra were recorded with varying wavelength of the incoming radiation, resulting in photoelectrons with similar kinetic energies. Three different kinetic energies were chosen -780 eV, 380 eV and 150 eV -which correspond to information depths (3-times the inelastic mean free path) of ~ 4 nm, 2.5 nm and 1.5 nm, respectively, for the clean PdGa [11] . Surface concentrations of the elements were determined from the Pd3d, Ga3p and C1s peak areas.
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR)
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopic measurements were carried out using a Perkin-Elmer S 2000 spectrometer in transmission mode with a resolution of 4 cm -1 .
PdGa powder was mixed with high surface area silica (Degussa) in a 1:10 weight ratio and subsequently pressed into thin wafers. Commercial Pd/Al 2 O 3 (Sigma-Aldrich 205710, 5 wt.-% Pd, BET surface: 114 m 2 /g, Pd active surface area 5.6 m 2 /g [7] ) was used as self-supporting wafers. Prior to the measurements the samples of were treated in situ in a heatable section of the IR cell at 673 K for one hour in either 500 mbar of hydrogen (PdGa) or vacuum (Pd/Al 2 O 3 ). Subsequently, the samples were cooled down to the designated temperature and FTIR spectra were collected. For each spectrum 32 scans were accumulated. To exclude any influence of SiO 2 , blank measurements were performed and no bands in the region of 2100-1800 cm -1 were observed.
Presented are difference spectra obtained by subtraction of the spectrum of the activated sample in vacuum from the spectrum in presence of the probe molecule -carbon monoxide (Messer-Griesheim, 99.997%).
Prompt Gamma Activation Analysis (PGAA)
In situ Prompt Gamma Activation Analysis (PGAA) was performed at the cold neutron beam of the Budapest Neutron Centre, Budapest, Hungary [12a]. An Al 2 O 3 tube reactor (inner diameter of 2 mm) loaded with 200 mg of ascast PdGa powder was placed into the neutron beam. The total hydrogen uptake of PdGa was studied in pure hydrogen and in a hydrogen/acetylene mixture (C 2 H 2 : 4 mL/min; H 2 : 40 mL/min) at near room temperature and ambient pressure. Prompt gamma rays were collected by a Compton-suppressed high-purity germanium detector. The molar H/Pd ratio, i.e. the amount of hydrogen dissolved in PdGa and adsorbed on its surface, was determined from the characteristic peak areas corrected by the detector efficiency and the nuclear data of the elements [12b]. Since the hydrogen spectrum contains extra contributions from gas phase hydrogen in the feed and moisture in the "viewing angle" of the detector, blank experiments were performed without PdGa in the reactor but otherwise identical conditions to subtract the extra amount of hydrogen. Experiments were also carried out with elemental Pd for comparison [13] .
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and chemical analysis
Scanning electron microscopy was performed with a Hitachi S4800 equipped with a cold FEG (Field Emission Gun) and a Philips XL30 operating with a LaB 6 cathode. Samples were mounted on Al-holders with conducting carbon tape.
The silica (Degussa) used for preparing the FTIR wafers was chemically analysed by inductively coupled plasma -optical emission spectrometry (ICP-OES) with a Varian Vista RL spectrometer. All values are the average of at least three replicates.
Catalysis
Details of the catalytic measurements are published elsewhere [6] [7] [8] . Measurements were carried out in a plugflow reactor (30 mL/min) with a high excess of ethylene (0.5% acetylene, 5% hydrogen (99.999%) and 50% ethylene (99.95%) in helium (99.999%)). To introduce the small amount of acetylene, pre-mixed 5% acetylene (solvent free, 99.6%) in helium (99.996) was used. All gases were supplied by Westfalen Gas (Germany). The concentrations of the educts and products were monitored by a micro gas chromatograph (Varian CP 4900).
Results and Discussion
Catalysis
PdGa revealed high selectivity and long-term stability in the semi-hydrogenation of acetylene. Catalytic properties of as-cast [6] , milled [6] [7] and chemically etched [8] PdGa were reported by us recently. Catalytically active samples derived from as-cast PdGa powder were used in the XPS and PGAA measurements. Here, the catalytic activity of the mechanical mixture of PdGa with silica used for the FTIR measurements was tested to prove that the catalytic properties of PdGa were preserved. Chemical analysis of the silica showed the absence of any transition metals above the detection limit (0.06 wt.-%) and a blank catalytic test did not reveal any activity. The results of the catalytic tests for the physical mixture of PdGa and silica are shown in Figure 1 in comparison with as-cast and milled PdGa. In contrast to the latter two samples, the PdGa+SiO 2 sample showed a strong activation during the first hour. Consequently, the PdGa+SiO 2 wafers were reduced in situ in the IR cell in 500 mbar of hydrogen at 673 K for one hour prior to the FTIR measurements.
Comparison of differently treated PdGa samples ( Figure 1 ) revealed similar selectivity and long-term stability, while PdGa samples that were milled or ground with silica exhibited significantly higher activity (Table 1) . This is reasonable because milling is increasing the surface area [7] [8] . Hence, grinding with silica is expected to have a similar effect. Indeed, SEM investigations revealed that grinding with silica diminishes the largest PdGa particles and decreases the average particle size (Figure 2 ). Mechanical treatment, like grinding or milling introduces imperfections on the surface (Figure 3 ), thus partly disturbing the site isolation, which is expressed in a slightly lower selectivity as compared with as-cast PdGa.
PGAA
The absence of hydride formation is crucial to obtain high selectivity in the semi-hydrogenation of acetylene.
Recently some of us have demonstrated that the amount of hydrogen dissolved in palladium can be quantified, even under reaction conditions, i.e. in situ [13] . The technique, Prompt Gamma Activation Analysis, makes use of the radiative neutron capture process in which the nuclei of a chemical element, after absorbing a neutron, emit characteristic prompt gamma rays during the de-excitation process. Since PGAA is sensitive to hydrogen due to its high neutron capture cross section, hydrogen atoms dissolved in solids can be quantified. Figure 4 illustrates the hydrogen uptake of PdGa in comparison with pure Pd. The atomic H/Pd ratio is 0.01 in hydrogen atmosphere at room temperature and 0.012 in the H 2 /C 2 H 2 feed at 323 K. Since the error bar at this low hydrogen concentration is high (35-45%), the two values can be considered as equal. Although the dispersion of PdGa in our experiments is low, a molar H/Pd ratio of 0.01 indicates that practically no hydrogen is dissolved in the bulk of the intermetallic compound and only adsorbed hydrogen (in form of H or hydrocarbonaceous adsorbate, see XPS part below) contributes to the signal. In contrast to the intermetallic compound, elemental palladium readily absorbs hydrogen, forming β-palladium hydride (Figure 4 ) [13] . 
XPS investigations
PdGa samples -in form of the as-cast and SPS pressed pills -were investigated before the reaction as well as in situ by synchrotron-based XPS. This technique allows monitoring of the chemical composition of the surface with high surface sensitivity and furthermore the introduction of reactive gas mixtures during surface analysis. The as-cast sample was investigated without any treatment, thus, corresponded to the sample used for catalysis. The SPS pressed samples (SPS and SPS-air) were additionally cleaned by sputtering with Ar + ions. The results obtained for different samples were carefully compared to exclude any artifacts introduced either by SPS pressing or sputtering. Significant amounts of carbon were detected on the surfaces of all samples under UHV conditions, which is typical for active Pd catalysts investigated in this apparatus [14] . The resulting atomic ratios of Pd, Ga and C are shown in Table 2 . For all information depths the Pd:Ga ratio was close to the expected bulk composition of 1:1 within the accuracy of the method. In turn, the carbon concentration increased strongly with decreasing information depth, indicating location of carbon on top of the intermetallic surface. Investigations of the valence band region revealed a clear difference between the intermetallic compound and Pd metal ( Figure 5, right) . PdGa exhibits a significantly reduced electron density at the Fermi level and a shift of the Pd4d band to higher binding energy compared to elemental Pd. This is in good agreement with the bulk quantum-chemical calculations [6] which showed that the localized bonding between Ga and Pd induces the filling of the Pd d-band, thus shifting it away from the Fermi edge ( Figure 5, left) . The covalent Pd-Ga bonding interaction, resulting in a higher filling of the Pd d-bands, prevents the formation of sub-surface hydrides -which was experimentally confirmed by PGAA -thus, diminishing the hydrogen supply for the unselective, total hydrogenation and providing high selectivity. The palladium core level spectra of PdGa reveal the presence of a narrow single peak with a binding energy of 336.0 eV, which demonstrates the significant modification of the palladium electronic states in the intermetallic compound: the Pd3d peak is shifted by 1 eV to higher binding energy compared to metallic palladium (PdGa: 336.0 eV; Pd: 335.0 eV) [14] (Figure 6, left) . XPS depth profiling revealed no changes in the spectra except for the expected broadening with increasing wavelength of the incoming radiation, which is due to a decrease of the overall resolution. According to quantum-chemical calculations [6] and the electronegativity of the elements [15] , the palladium atoms in PdGa are negatively polarized. Indeed, a higher degree of filling of the d-band compared to elemental Pd corresponds to a formal negatively charged palladium. Contrary to the expected negative shift, the filling of the valence d-band leads to a different screening of the core hole, causing the Pd3d spectra to be shifted to higher binding energy compared to elemental palladium. A similar effect was observed for other Pd-Ga intermetallic compounds, e.g. Pd 3 Ga 7 and Pd 2 Ga [16] . A comparison between the as-cast and sputtered SPS samples revealed identical Pd3d spectra (Figure 7, left) . This clearly shows that the shift of the palladium core levels is an intrinsic property of PdGa and is not due to the sample treatment.
During the reaction, the outlet gas composition was monitored by mass-spectrometry which revealed that the as-cast PdGa sample was active and selective in the semihydrogenation of acetylene. The SPS pressed samples only showed negligible activity, probably due to the significantly lower surface area.
The concentration of carbon significantly increased during the in situ measurements due to the adsorption of hydrocarbons from the gas-phase, while the Pd/Ga ratio remained unchanged (Table 2 ). In addition, high stability of the Pd surface state and no appearance of additional components or significant shifts of the Pd3d peak was revealed when applying reactive atmosphere and temperature (Figures 6 and 7, right) . This is in contrast to metallic palladium, for which the formation of an additional Pd component during alkyne hydrogenation was detected [13, 17] . There, the component formed in situ was attributed to a developing carbon-containing palladium surface phase. This Pd-C phase provided the specificity of Pd to be selective in alkyne hydrogenation, by isolating the bulkdissolved hydrogen from the surface. The Pd-C surface phase exhibits a higher binding energy (335.5-335.6 eV) than elemental Pd (335.0 eV). In the case of PdGa the valence band and, correspondingly, the Pd3d core level are already strongly modified, hence the filled Pd d-bands inhibit PdGa from dissolving carbon or hydrogen (XPS and PGAA). Thus, the high selectivity is an intrinsic property of the intermetallic compound PdGa.
The effect of sputtering on the PdGa surface can be clearly seen from a comparison of the C1s spectra of the ascast and SPS samples before and during the reaction (Figure 8) . Before the reaction, only graphitic carbon was present in the sputtered SPS sample (284.6 eV), while the ascast sample contained mainly aliphatic hydrocarbon species (285.2 eV) [14, 18] . The spectra of both samples reveal small contributions (4-7%) from oxygenated carbon species (containing C-O bonds) (BE > 286 eV) [18] . During the reaction both samples were covered with aliphatic hydrocarbons (284.9-285.2 eV). Besides the significant raise in carbon content (Table 2) , the carbon peak position and shape for the as-cast sample remained unchanged when switching from UHV to reaction conditions (Figure 8 ), which shows, that during reaction the surface of the PdGa intermetallic compound is covered with aliphatic carbon species.
The Ga3d region was investigated by XPS under UHV conditions to determine gallium oxidation states as well as the presence of Ga-oxides on the surface (Figure 9 ). Upon contact with air, elemental gallium on the surface of PdGa can be easily oxidized and is mainly present as gallium oxide [7] [8] . Two main gallium oxides are reported in the literature, Ga 2 O and Ga 2 O 3 , exhibiting Ga3d binding energies of 20.0 eV and 21.0 eV, respectively [19] [20] . In the case of the SPS-air and as-cast samples, an oxidized component with an intermediate binding energy of 20.4 eV was detected. Additionally, a small component at lower binding energy was clearly visible, which corresponds to elemental or intermetallic gallium. After sputtering of SPSair sample, the oxide component was no longer detectable, while the intensity of the component at low binding energy increased significantly, revealing a resolvable Ga3d doublet at 18.5 and 19.0 eV (Figure 9 , middle). The binding energy of the unresolved Ga3d doublet for metallic gallium is 18.5 eV, while for different gallium intermetallic compounds slightly higher binding energies were reported: 18.7 eV for GaInSn [19] and 18.6 for Ni 2 MnGa [21] . This allows us to attribute the observed doublet to gallium in the intermetallic compound PdGa. During the reaction, the relative concentration of the gallium component at 20.4 eV increased. The surface of the SPS-air sample -made from powderwas cleaned by Ar + sputtering prior to the XPS measurements. However, grain boundaries can still contain significant amounts of oxygen, which may diffuse to the surface under reaction conditions (400 K, 1.1 mbar) and oxidize it. As was shown before, the oxide surface overlayer is quite stable and can not be reduced even under more severe reduction conditions (500 mbar of hydrogen at 573 K [7] ).
4. FTIR
For a direct comparison, CO adsorption experiments were performed on both PdGa and the Pd/Al 2 O 3 reference catalyst, and the obtained spectra of the latter are shown in Figure 10 . CO adsorption at 77 K resulted in adsorption maxima at 2182 cm -1 , 2155 cm -1 , 2130 cm -1 , 2107 cm -1 , 2076 cm -1 and 1994 cm -1 ( Figure 10 , spectrum a). The intensity of the bands at 2182 cm -1 and 2155 cm -1 decreased rapidly upon evacuation (spectra b-f), indicating that they are due to weakly adsorbed surface species. According to the literature, these two bands arise from CO species adsorbed on alumina and can be assigned to Al δ+ -CO and OH-CO, respectively [22] . The other set of signals in the region of 2130-1885 cm -1 exhibited a higher [29] . The dipole-dipole coupling of neighboring CO molecules had a strong impact on the position of the bands, resulting in a pronounced CO coverage dependence [23] . For example, the band at 2107 cm -1 shifted to 2099 cm -1 with changing CO coverage. Summarizing the obtained results and the literature data, two spectroscopic criteria can be identified to distinguish between isolated and agglomerated palladium sites: (i) the presence of bands in the spectra due to bridged CO or CO bound to three palladium atoms and (ii) the coverage dependence of the band positions. From the crystal structure of PdGa, the complete isolation of Pd atoms on the surface is expected. The palladium atoms are surrounded by seven gallium atoms at distances ranging from 2.54 to 2.70 Å ( Figure 11C ) and the closest Pd-Pd distance in PdGa is 3.0 Å, which is 10% longer than for elemental palladium. Such an isolation of the adsorption centers can lead to a significant red shift of the CO vibrational frequency [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . Up to now, the isolation has either been achieved by decreasing the CO partial pressure [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] or by alloying Pd with another metal, e.g. Ag [28] . In the first case, the full isolation of the Pd-CO was not achieved because at low CO partial pressures the bridged Pd 2 -CO species becomes energetically more favorable. However, a significant red shift of ~30 cm -1 was detected for single crystals and nanoparticulate Pd samples [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . Isolating the Pd atoms by alloying Pd with Ag leads to the formation of a disordered Pd-Ag alloy and causes a red shift of the on-top Pd-CO band from 2078 cm -1 for Pd/SiO 2 to 2048 cm -1 and 2034 cm -1 for different PdAg/SiO 2 samples depending on the Pd:Ag ratio. Additionally, the intensity of the band corresponding to adsorbed bridged CO decreases with increasing silver content. However, the presence of a band corresponding to bridged CO, even for a low Pd:Ag ratio (1:4), demonstrates that in the disordered Pd-Ag alloys full isolation of the Pd atoms can not be achieved due to the statistical distribution of Pd and Ag atoms on the crystallographic positions and to segregation phenomena [28] . Adsorption of CO on PdGa at room temperature resulted in the appearance of only one sharp band with a maximum at 2047 cm -1 and no coverage dependent frequency shift was observed during evacuation ( Figure 11A , spectra a-c). Because of the low stability and the position at 2047 cm -1 , the observed band is assigned to CO adsorbed These bands are still in the characteristic range for on-top adsorbed CO on isolated Pd atoms [27] [28] , but they indicate some heterogeneity of the surface. While the palladium atoms are still isolated one from another, at least three different types of palladium atoms are present on the surface of PdGa. Small variations of 10 to 20 cm -1 have been observed and calculated for the adsorption of CO on top of Pd with different surroundings, e.g. Pd atoms being part of a face, an edge or a corner of a Pd nanoparticle [25] . Since the particles in this study are much larger it is not very likely that the concentration of edge and corner Pd atoms is high enough to explain the three signals with similar intensity. It has been reported for Pd(111) and Pd(100), that the vibrational frequency of bridged CO depends on the crystallographic surface on which the CO is adsorbed [30] . The variations are in the region of 20-30 cm -1 and so the fine structure of the absorption band in the case of PdGa may arise from CO adsorbed on different crystallographic surfaces. The splitting also might be connected to the presence of the Ga-oxides which are partially covering the surface as revealed by the XPS measurements. IR investigations on PdGa single crystal surfaces may help to clarify this issue. To summarize, our detailed surface characterization shows the high potential of intermetallic compounds as selective hydrogenation catalysts. PdGa was selected based on the knowledge of its crystal and electronic structures. It. was shown by in situ XRD and in situ EXAFS that the bulk structure of PdGa is stable during the semi-hydrogenation of acetylene [6] [7] . This investigation confirmed that the combination of a well-ordered crystal structure and the covalent bonding between palladium and gallium allows the drop of the main drawbacks of Pd-based catalysts -low selectivity and long-term instability. XPS measurements revealed the electronic structure of the surface of PdGa being close to the electronic structure of the bulk, and FTIR spectra of adsorbed CO confirmed the complete isolation of the surface palladium atoms. Both XPS and FTIR showed a strong modification of the Pd d-band resulting in changed adsorption properties. In situ XPS revealed perfect stability of the surface excluding segregation and sub-surface chemistry, like the incorporation of C and/or H atoms. In situ PGAA confirmed the absence of bulk dissolved hydrogen in PdGa. Additionally, our study showed that gallium on the surface of PdGa is easily oxidized, even upon contact with air at room temperature. However, this process did not involve palladium, as was shown by XPS on as-cast and sputtered PdGa. The presence of gallium oxides may play a role in hydrogen spillover, as it was shown for the Ga 2 O 3 -Pd/SiO 2 system [31] . The superior catalytic properties of PdGa can be assigned to a) the elimination of sub-surface hydrogen, thus, increasing the selectivity, b) the isolation of Pd atoms on the surface of PdGa, which restricts the possible adsorption configurations of the acetylene molecules on the surface, and c) the modification of adsorption and desorption properties due to changes in the electronic states compared to elemental palladium.
Conclusions
A highly selective hydrogenation catalyst -the intermetallic compound PdGa -was studied by FTIR, in situ XPS, in situ PGAA as well as SEM. The isolation of Pd atoms on the surface of PdGa -as expected from the bulk crystal structure -was confirmed by FTIR of adsorbed CO. In addition, a strong modification of the Pd d-states due to covalent bonding between palladium and gallium was detected by XPS. High stability of the surface was revealed by in situ investigations: segregation of Pd and dissolution of C and/or H atoms could be excluded based on XPS and PGAA measurements. The observed properties form the basis for the high selectivity and long-term stability of PdGa in the semi-hydrogenation of acetylene. We have demonstrated that active-site isolation concept can be successfully realized exploring intermetallic compounds, which allows a rational control over surface properties of the catalyst. Our results uncover high potential of intermetallic compounds in heterogeneous catalysis.
